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What you’ll learn today 
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content creation 
1. 







what are teachers using? 
The top 5 most-commonly used tools in the classroom 


(results based on two surveys to teachers, both run by Versal – the first in 2014, the second in 2015) 







what are teachers using? 
Tools don’t solve all of the teachers needs 


(results based on two surveys to teachers, both run by Versal – the first in 2014, the second in 2015) 


Content 
Cut and paste 


Assessment 
Different tools, mostly not 


integrated 


Distribution 
Share the content. 


Aggregate responses  
Listen to feedback 







Visualizations for everyone 
With a team of creatives, developers and engineering 


http://www.nytimes.com/projects/2012/snow-fall/#/?part=tunnel-creek 
http://fivethirtyeight.com/interactives/uk-general-election-predictions/ 







versal & content 
2. 







create & publish 
Versal is a new way for anyone to create and publish 


highly interactive educational content. 


courses homework 


projects training 







how does Versal handle content? 


group gadgets 
into a course 


publishing a 
course 


using gadgets to 
import existing 


content 


share with the 
world 







An easy and intuitive canvas to structure lessons, 
create courses and lessons, and collaborate with anyone. 







Develop new content, import existing materials or embed virtually 
anything found on the web. 







An array of customizable and interactive gadgets make learning not only effective but fun. Plus 
open gadget APIs mean many more gadgets are on the way. 







Publish to Versal, an LMS, or embed virtually anywhere on the web. 







The problem 
How can we give people access to a trove of knowledge from the web? 


While keeping it easy to find and integrate? 


Can we do this from 20000 ft view to the “street view”? 


the Versal knowledge map 


Our solution? 







knowledge maps 
3. 







objectives of a knowledge map 


Exploration 


Find topics from a birds eye view. 
Drill down to details, without 


clutter 


Exploitation 


Use the content. 
Connect the content from 


different perspectives 


Communication 


share insights with others 







components of a knowledge map 


Taxonomy 
A hierarchy of terms 


Content 
terms have content. 


(Summary, body, references, links, 
etc)  


Functionality 
Use the content. 


Share the content. 











generating taxonomies 
4. 







creating a taxonomy 
from Wikipedia 


Portals 
A hierarchy of categories and 


subcategories and topics. 


Topics 
Groups of individual pages,  


High importance 


Categories 
groups and links to subcategories 


and individual pages 







creating a taxonomy 
from Wikipedia 


Topics Categories Subcategories 







creating a taxonomy 
from Wikipedia 


Root	  


Category	  


category	  


Leaf	   topic	  


leaf	  


category	  


Leaf	   Leaf	   topic	  


Category	  







creating a taxonomy 
establishing levels and groups 


Establish depth 


Deep enough to cover important 
topics 


Not too deep  


Category 


find all subcategories and 
pages 


Nodes 


each node has 1 parent 
 


multi-parented nodes are 
duplicated to provide 


context 


Constraints 


Limiting the size of the 
tree to fit within the 


webpage 
 


Preventing text collisions 







Nodes per 
level 


minimum and 
maximum 


Node 
importance 


deeper nodes are 
less relevant to the 


root node 


Number of 
children 


nodes with fewer 
children are not 


as useful 


Nodes in 
graphs 


some nodes in graphs 
are self-referencing 


Content positive 
control 


including all 
topics from the 


portal 


depth vs. breadth 
considerations 







pruning 
removing, collapsing, and splitting branches (nodes) 


Removing Collapsing Splitting 


Irrelevant topics: 


•  geographical locations 


•  lists of items 


•  pages with no summary 


•  categories can have 
similar children 


•  node has more levels 
than permitted depth 


•  categories with many 
pages 


•  pages with similar 
names as categories 


•  categories with more 
than one parent 







Preventing text collisions 
While having many nodes 







Preventing text collisions 
While having many nodes 







You don’t need large media teams to publish interactive, 
stunning content. 


Sourcing knowledge and integrating it into your 
content. 


Challenge: can you merge content with stunning visualizations? 


bringing it together 







we’re hiring! 


Come work with us on the bleeding edge of education 


oren@versal.com 










